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Aims to pave new ways in the disciplines involved — philosophy of technology,
systems methodology, and information technology and information systems
— and to stimulate the interaction between these disciplines
The contributing authors are an international and interdisciplinary group in
nature and have a common vision. Each of the chapters is an expression of
that vision, which each contributor interprets in their own situation
In Search Of An Integrative Vision For Technology will stimulate its readers to consider the
'whole story that is information systems' within the context of an integrative vision of
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technology. It integrates disparate areas of debate and research while appreciating the
contribution that philosophy can make to such thinking. It is deliberately broad in coverage,
and designed to provide useful pointers so that researchers, students, practitioners, and
developers can easily apply each point as needed. "Human issues of technology and their
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normative aspects" is a theme that runs throughout the entire book. The integrative vision is
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centered on an understanding of human practice — the twin notions of structure and direction,
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philosophical understanding, many interdisciplinary areas of interest are identified.

and the leading and the founding functions of such practice. While this understanding applies
to all technologies, it is worked out in more detail for information technology. From this
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